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      "This introduction to consumption and its geographies provides an overview of the key issues in the consumption literature, demonstrating that consumption is intimately related to the production of space in everdyay life. Subjects covered include detailed explanations of political, economic, and social perspectives of consumption, as well as comparative case study material."
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      The final section of this book, on 'Moralities', will be a recommended chapter for my lecture on ethical consumption; this is just the type of reading that I want my students to engage with.




  
          Dr Ross Jones




              


    
      



 


 
      Great introductory work! Great lecturer service!




  
          Mr Wolfgang Gruber




              


    
      



 


 
      Not only was this book was extremely useful when discussing the impact culture has on consumption but also what impact consumption has on culture - great examples throughout.




  
          Mr Darren Devereux
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